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Review of Coco of Bristol

Review No. 98871 - Published 20 Jul 2010

Details of Visit:

Author: daftdiver
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 17 Jul 2010 16:00
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07789204530

The Premises:

Nice flat. Had a shower first and that was clean and hot with plenty of gels etc.

The Lady:

Very nice indeed! 5 foot tall, size 8 - 10, B cup boobs (I'm guessing here....) and pretty with it. She's
Chinese and has been over here for 8 years so speaks very good English. She's cute, funny and a
pleasure to be with.

The Story:

Greeted by Coco in some lovely underwear. After my shower these rapidly came off and I spent a
good 20 minutes exploring her superb body and going down on her. Coco made it very clear from
the outset that she doesn't allow any fingers inside her but she was happy to kiss and was very
compliant throughout. Perhaps she didn't get as involved as I'd like (in an ideal world) but then it's
rare to find a WG who gets really wet with every punter. Oral was with but was pretty deep and
certainly felt good, as did her pussy. Sex was in a few standard positions and we finished with her
urging me on whilst staring into my eyes. After we cleaned up, we lay on the bed chatting for a while
before I got dressed and left.
I'm not sure what else (if anything) is on offer as she indicated that she was in the mood for some
slow gentle sex and that's what we did. Bright, sexy and very good company. Wished I lived nearer
:-(
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